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a b s t r a c t 

Family dogs are exposed to a continuous flow of human speech throughout their lives. However, the extent of 
their abilities in speech perception is unknown. Here, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 
to test speech detection and language representation in the dog brain. Dogs ( n = 18) listened to natural speech 
and scrambled speech in a familiar and an unfamiliar language. Speech scrambling distorts auditory regularities 
specific to speech and to a given language, but keeps spectral voice cues intact. We hypothesized that if dogs can 
extract auditory regularities of speech, and of a familiar language, then there will be distinct patterns of brain 
activity for natural speech vs. scrambled speech, and also for familiar vs. unfamiliar language. Using multivoxel 
pattern analysis (MVPA) we found that bilateral auditory cortical regions represented natural speech and scram- 
bled speech differently; with a better classifier performance in longer-headed dogs in a right auditory region. This 
neural capacity for speech detection was not based on preferential processing for speech but rather on sensitivity 
to sound naturalness. Furthermore, in case of natural speech, distinct activity patterns were found for the two 
languages in the secondary auditory cortex and in the precruciate gyrus; with a greater difference in responses 
to the familiar and unfamiliar languages in older dogs, indicating a role for the amount of language exposure. 
No regions represented differently the scrambled versions of the two languages, suggesting that the activity dif- 
ference between languages in natural speech reflected sensitivity to language-specific regularities rather than to 
spectral voice cues. These findings suggest that separate cortical regions support speech naturalness detection 
and language representation in the dog brain. 
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. Introduction 

Every language is characterized by acoustic regularities, such as
rosodic features or the distribution of speech sounds, that humans
earn about, well before the semantically or syntactically informed
hases of language acquisition. At birth, humans are already capable
f discriminating speech from similarly complex non-speech stimuli
 Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2002 ; Ramus et al., 2000 ; Vouloumanos and
erker, 2007 ; Vouloumanos et al., 2004 ). Infants also discriminate fa-
iliar from unfamiliar languages belonging to different rhythm classes,
hile discrimination between two languages of the same rhythm

lass appears to require previous familiarization with one of the two
 Bosch and Sebastián-Gallés, 1997 ; Nazzi et al., 1998 ; Nazzi et al.,
000 ). These capacities of preverbal infants suggest that the processes
nderlying speech detection and language discrimination do not re-
uire higher level linguistic competence ( Kuhl, 1994 ; Rosen, 1992 ;
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ouloumanos et al., 2010 ), but may entail computations on and learning
bout low-level features that may also be present in other species. 

Indeed, discrimination between speech and non-speech stimuli, as
ell as between languages has also been demonstrated in non-human

pecies. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) Joly and
olleagues ( Joly et al., 2012 ) found that in macaques speech elic-
ts stronger activity than scrambled speech in the lateral belt and
arabelt regions. In behavioural studies, cotton-top tamarin monkeys
howed an ability to discriminate languages without previous train-
ng ( Ramus et al., 2000 ). Moreover, rats and even Java sparrows have
een shown to discriminate between languages after training, and they
ere even able to generalize this ability to new utterances from the

ame languages ( Toro and Trobalon, 2003 ; Toro and Trobalon, 2005 ;
atanabe et al., 2006 ). 
Similarly to infants, neither monkeys, nor rats or birds were able to

iscriminate between speech stimuli from different languages played
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ackwards, which suggests that language discrimination in all these
pecies is based on properties unique to speech, and is not merely
n ability to discriminate between complex auditory stimuli in gen-
ral ( Ramus et al., 2000 ; Toro and Trobalon, 2003 ; JM Toro and
robalon, 2005 ; Watanabe et al., 2006 ). 

Functionally, speech detection is dependent on the processing of pre-
ise temporal arrangement of spectro-temporal features ( Price et al.,
005 ), while language discrimination requires learning about auditory
egularities (e.g. speech sound inventories, syllable structure, stress pat-
ern, pitch-related characteristics) that characterize a given language.
euroimaging studies revealed a central role of the superior tempo-

al cortex for both of these processes in human adults ( Joly et al.,
012 ; Belin et al., 2002 ; Belin et al., 2000 ; Hickok and Poeppel, 2000 ;
verath et al., 2015 ; Okada et al., 2010 ; Price, 2012 ; Zhao et al., 2008 ).

Dogs kept as companion animals share with humans an intense ex-
osure to speech in their natural environment ( Pongrácz et al., 2001 ).
uman voices in general, and speech in particular, are not only familiar,
ut also highly relevant to dogs. This makes dogs a useful comparison
pecies for exploring the evolutionary bases of human voice and speech
erception ( Andics and Miklósi, 2018 ; Andics and Faragó, 2018 ). Be-
avioural evidence suggests that dogs are sensitive to both segmental
nd suprasegmental cues in speech ( Ratcliffe and Reby, 2014 ; Root-
utteridge et al., 2019 ). Recent neuroimaging findings show that dogs
an make use of these cues to process speaker identity ( Boros et al.,
020 ), emotional prosody and word familiarity ( Andics et al., 2016 )
r even word meaningfulness ( Prichard et al., 2018 ). Notably, as evi-
enced by behavioural studies, there are at least a few exceptional dogs
hat have a large vocabulary and learn new words referencing objects
apidly ( Pilley and Reid, 2011 ; Pilley, 2013 ; Kaminski et al., 2004 ). 

Whereas fMRI studies indicate the involvement of the dog temporal
ortex in the processing of human speech, there has been no evidence to
ate that dog brains can discriminate speech from non-speech stimuli.
dditionally, while dogs, like humans, are typically over-exposed to a
pecific language, it has remained unexplored, both behaviourally and
eurally, if they are able to extract language-specific auditory regulari-
ies from speech and distinguish a familiar language from an unfamiliar
ne. 

To test dog brains’ capacity for speech detection and language rep-
esentation, and to reveal the neural processes involved, here we pre-
ented awake dogs with natural and scrambled speech (using a quilting
lgorithm, see ( Overath et al., 2015 )) of a familiar and an unfamiliar lan-
uage (Hungarian and Spanish) during an fMRI test. We used multivari-
te pattern analysis (MVPA), hypothesizing that speech detection (i.e. a
relinguistic, acoustic analysis of speech) will be reflected by differential
ctivity patterns for speech vs. scrambled speech, and language repre-
entation (i.e. sensitivity to language-specific regularities in the speech
ignal) will be reflected in differential activity patterns to speech in a
amiliar vs. an unfamiliar language. 

. Methods 

.1. Participants 

Eighteen adult family dogs (nine females; aged between 3 and 11
ears old; mean age = 6.6, SD = 2.7; five golden retrievers, six border
ollies, two Australian shepherds, one labradoodle, one cocker spaniel
nd three mixed breeds) participated in the study. All participants were
rained previously to remain still inside an MRI scanner. All experi-
ental procedures were approved by the National Animal Experimen-

ation Ethics Committee (number of ethical permission: PEI/001/1490–
/2015). Owners volunteered for the study and didn’t receive monetary
ompensation. Participants could leave the sessions at any time. 

Additionally, sixteen adult humans participated in an online survey
o rate the naturalness of the stimuli (mean age = 30.9 years, range 25 –
8 years, seven males) without knowledge of either Hungarian or Span-
sh (native languages: four French, three English, two Hebrew, two Ital-
2 
an, two Polish, one German, one Portuguese, and one Swedish speaker).
ll participants provided informed consent to participate in the survey,
hich was carried out in accordance with the relevant guidelines and
ith the approval of the Institutional Review Board of the Institute of Bi-
logy, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary (reference number
f ethical permission: 2019/49). 

.2. Stimuli 

We used speech samples from Hungarian and Spanish. Hungarian
as the language spoken in the environment of 16 dogs, Spanish of
 dogs (familiar language); the other language was unfamiliar to all
ogs (unfamiliar language). Although Hungarian and Spanish differ
oth segmentally (e.g., speech sound inventories overlap only partially,
 International Phonetic Association IPAS 1999 ; Martínez, 2011 )) and
uprasegmentally (e.g., dominant stress patterns are different, ( Lleó,
003 ; Siptár and Törkenczy, 2000 )), both languages belong to the same
hythm class ( Siptár and Törkenczy, 2000 ; Kohári, 2018 ; Nespor et al.,
011 ), based on objective rhythm measures (i.e., proportion of vocalic
ntervals and variability of consonant intervals). 

Our linguistic material consisted of a recording of the XXI chapter of
he Little Prince written by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry read by two differ-
nt native, female speakers, with similar timbre, and vocal characteris-
ics (see below), one in each language. Our choice for one speaker per
anguage was motivated by previous infant studies which showed that
ncreasing speaker variability impairs language discrimination perfor-
ance ( Ramus et al., 2000 ; Jusczyk et al., 1992 ). The text, as well as

he speakers were unknown to all dogs and the text was recorded with
 lively, engaging intonation. Since this is the first study that explored
ogs’ speech detection abilities in general, we decided to use natural
timuli here, similarly to neuroimaging studies with infants ( Dehaene-
ambertz et al., 2002 ; Homae et al., 2006 ), even if this limited the pos-
ibility to systematically test for specific auditory cues which might be
etected by dogs. 

Stimuli were created by extracting full sentences from each record-
ng (all started and ended with 0.3 s of silence), which were concate-
ated into 8.3-second-long fragments. Thus, each trial contained several
entences, and always began and ended at a sentence boundary. With
his method, we obtained 24 unique speech fragments of each language.
here were no significant differences in the number of syllables per frag-
ent across languages (Hungarian: M = 41, SD = 3.3, range 36 to 49;

panish: M = 40, SD = 3.2, range 32 to 46; t (46) = − 1.52, p = 0.14).
e also quantified and compared some speaker-related differences in

he samples. First, we calculated the mean fundamental frequency (f0)
s measured and averaged throughout the total duration of each speech
ragment. Second, in the same time window, we measured the first five
ormants as a mean of the long-term average spectra, and calculated the
verage spacing between them, i.e. formant dispersion (FD) ( Riede and
itch, 1999 ). These parameters did not differ across speakers (f0: Hun-
arian speaker: M = 197 Hz, SD = 8.5 Hz, range 179 to 213 Hz; Spanish
peaker: M = 202 Hz, SD = 13.2 Hz, range 176 to 216 Hz; t(46) = − 1.605,
 = 0.12. FD: Hungarian speaker: M = 1056 Hz, SD = 12 Hz, range 1029
o 1079; Spanish speaker: M = 1059 Hz, SD = 12 Hz, range 1037 to
092; t(46) = − 0.8, p = 0.21). 

As a control condition for speech, we created scrambled fragments
sing the quilting algorithm ( Overath et al., 2015 ), which extracted
0 ms slices of the speech fragments mentioned above, and then con-
atenated these slices in a random order while minimizing the acoustic
rtifacts resulting from concatenation. In quilted speech stimuli, low-
evel acoustic properties (e.g. mean fundamental frequency, total signal
uration) are maintained, but higher-level information (e.g. most of the
egmental and morphological content, and the prosodic features, i.e.
ntonation, stress, accent, rhythm) is disrupted. Behavioural and neu-
oimaging studies show that disrupting the temporal organization of
peech on different time scales can seriously impact speech detection,
nd thus quilt manipulation provides a suitable control condition in the
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xamination of speech detection ability ( Overath et al., 2015 ; Norman-
aignere et al., 2015 ; Overath and Lee, 2018 ; Saberi and Perrott, 1999 ).
ith this method, we obtained 24 unique scrambled speech fragments

f each language. Stimuli were equalized at 68 dB and digitized at 16
it/32 kHz. Similarly to ( Overath et al., 2015 ) we acquired naturalness
atings for each stimulus from the human participants on a 7-point Lik-
rt scale using an online survey. 

.3. Design 

We used a block design, each condition block lasted 20 s and con-
isted of two consecutive fragments (8.3 s each) with a no-stimulus
ap of 1.7 s for data acquisition. Designs with similar stimulus dura-
ions have been used successfully with infants ( Dehaene-Lambertz et al.,
002 ; Nazzi et al., 2000 ). Four condition blocks were created: Natural
peech in a Familiar language (NF), Natural speech in an Unfamiliar lan-
uage (NU), Scrambled speech in a Familiar language (SF), and Scram-
led speech in an Unfamiliar language (SU). Each condition block was
resented three times in a pseudo-random order (two blocks of the same
ondition were never presented consecutively), and three additional si-
ence blocks were interspersed, amounting to 15 blocks per run in total.
our different runs were created, each with different fragments. The or-
er of runs was counterbalanced between participants. 

.4. Data acquisition 

We used a sparse sampling acquisition in a 3 T Philips Ingenia scan-
er with an eight-channel dStream Pediatric Torso coil. Dogs were fitted
ith noise-protecting earmuffs which were used to present the stimuli
uring the silent gaps of the sparse sampling protocol. Blood-oxygen-
evel dependent (BOLD) images of the whole-brain were acquired with a
radient-echo-echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (40 transverse slices,
 mm thickness, 0.5 mm gap; TR = 10 s (1.680 s for acquisition);
E = 12 ms; flip angle = 90°; acquisition matrix 80 × 58; spatial res-
lution 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm; 32 vol and 1 dummy scan). Sparse sampling
cquisition with similar parameters has been well established by previ-
us human ( Belin et al., 2000 ; Perrachione and Satrajit, 2013 ) and dog
 Boros et al., 2020 ; Andics et al., 2014 ) studies. During the acquisition,
he trainer and the owner remained inside the scanner room. The ac-
uisition took place in different sessions until each participant reached
our runs in total with a maximum movement of 3 mm in any direction
nd less than 1º rotation in any direction (mean framewise displacement
 Power et al., 2012 ) across all dogs and runs = 0.38 mm, the proportion
f FD > 1 mm volumes was 6.6%). One dog only completed three runs.

.5. Data analysis 

Raw functional images were pre-processed using FSL 5.0.11. Because
utomatic tools commonly used to process human images are not opti-
al to handle dog images during pre-processing, some of the steps we

ollowed were manual. We first reoriented all the functional images to
atch the dog template ( Czeibert et al., 2019 ) using FSLUTILS. We then

alculated a mean functional image by aligning each run to the first
olume of the run using FSL’s FLIRT ( Jenkinson et al., 2012 ) and then
veraged all volumes for each dog. Each run was then aligned to the
mage using FLIRT. We then skull-stripped all runs using a binary mask
anually drawn over the mean functional image of each run. The mean

unctional image was manually coregistered to the dog’s own structural
mage using 3D Slicer. The resulting image was then manually trans-
ormed to the dog template ( Czeibert et al., 2019 ) using Amira 3D, thus
reating a mean normalized image (in the dog template space) for each
og. We calculated a transformation matrix from the mean image to the
ean normalized image using FLIRT and applied it to each previously

ligned run. The images were then smoothed using a Gaussian kernel
5 mm FWHM). 
3 
We ran a whole-brain GLM analysis using SPM12. Statistical para-
etric maps were generated using the linear combination of functions
erived by convolving the standard SPM hemodynamic response func-
ion (HRF) with the time series of stimulus categories (NF, NU, SF, SU,
ilence). We decided not to censor out high FD volumes ( > 1 mm) but
ccounted for all head motion by adding a separate regressor of no in-
erest for each of the six motion parameters. Individual contrast images
ere computed for all sounds versus silence, and for each acoustic con-
ition versus silence. All results are reported at an uncorrected voxel
hreshold of p < 0.001, and FWE-corrected at cluster level ( p < 0.05). 

We used MVPA to reveal whether there are distinct cerebral patterns
or natural vs. scrambled speech and familiar vs. unfamiliar language in
he dog brain. Using FSL 5.0.11, for each dog, runs were motion cor-
ected and spatially aligned to the first volume of the first run. Each
un was filtered using high-pass filter to remove low-frequency signals.
e carried out MVPA using the PyMVPA software package ( Hanke et al.,

009 ) and the LibSVM’s implementation of the linear support vector ma-
hine classifier (LSVM www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ ∼cjlin/libsvm ). The time
eries were labelled according to the onsets of the events during the
un. The events were modelled to account for the peak of the HRF. Each
cquisition was linearly detrended and z-scored. 

To assess how certain subregions of the temporal cortex contributed
o encoding information about a particular stimulus, for each participant
e created a classification map using MVPA within the brain using a

earchlight approach ( Kriegeskorte et al., 2006 ). That is, we took a voxel
ithin the region and created a sphere (radius = 3 voxels) around it. All

he voxels within the sphere were considered in the analysis. All but
ne run was used to train a two-way LSVM classifier, the remaining
un was used to test the classifier. We repeated this process following
 cross validation scheme in which each run was used once as test. We
hen calculated the mean classifier accuracy and projected it back to
he center of the sphere; this process was repeated for every voxel in the
rain, thus creating a classification map for each participant. 

To assess at the group level whether a sphere of voxels around a par-
icular voxel consistently encoded information about a stimulus, we per-
ormed a one-sample t -test using the performance of all participants for
he voxels within the sphere surrounding the voxel. The t-value was pro-
ected back to the voxel, thus creating a group result map. We tested for
peech detection, i.e. Natural speech vs. Scrambled speech (NF + NU vs.
F + SU), irrespective of language familiarity; and for language represen-
ation, overall, i.e. Familiar language vs. Unfamiliar language (NF + SF
s. NU + SU), specifically for Natural speech (NF vs. NU), and finally, as
ontrol, for Scrambled speech (SF vs. SU). To quantify effect size, we
alculated Cohen’s d values for the classifier performances measured
 Cohen, 1994 ; Wilson et al., 2020 ). 

To estimate the cluster size expected by chance, we used a procedure
f cluster size control ( Stelzer et al., 2013 ) by calculating an accuracy
ap for each participant under a no-signal condition, this is, we ran-
omly shuffled all stimulus labels for each run. We then created an ac-
uracy map by creating a sphere around a voxel and using all the voxels
ithin the sphere to train and test a LSVM classifier in a leave-one-out

ross-validation scheme. We repeated this procedure for all the voxels
nd created a no-signal accuracy map. We followed the same procedure
or all participants and calculated a one-sample t -test (expected mean
f 0.5) on each voxel using as samples the corresponding accuracies
or all participants and assigned the result of the t -test to the voxel, thus
reating a group map under a no-signal condition. We repeated this pro-
edure 10,000 times and thresholded the resulting maps using the same
arameters as the original analysis ( p < 0.05). From the thresholded
aps, we estimated cluster size expected by chance ( p < 0.05). By this
rocedure, the threshold for cluster size at p < 0.05 was 24 voxels. 

To test whether neural response differences between natural speech
nd quilted speech are accounted for by the difference in their per-
eived naturalness, we explored the correlation between the differ-
nce in human-rated naturalness and a measure of neural dissimilar-
ty. Dissimilarity measures have proven to better reflect the represen-

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm
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Table 1 

Breed, neurocephalic index and age for each dog participant. 

Dog Breed Neurocephalicindex Age(months) 

Akira Labradoodle 67.593 40 
Alma Mix 64.680 104 
Barack Golden Retriever 69.236 52 
Barney Golden Retriever 69.065 109 
Bingo Mix 77.899 37 
Bodza Golden Retriever 70.000 51 
Bran Border Collie 70.588 98 
Döme Cocker Spaniel 67.433 71 
Grog Border Collie 69.324 134 
Joey Australian Shepherd 64.681 73 
Kun-kun Border Collie 64.640 54 
Maverick Border Collie 72.277 117 
Maya Golden Retriever 70.476 97 
Mini Mix 63.062 126 
Monty Border Collie 64.005 99 
Odín Border Collie 67.307 54 
Pán Australian Shepherd 67.035 44 
Sander Golden Retriever 71.429 76 
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ational geometry of neural representations than classifier performance
 Kriegeskorte et al., 2008 ; Walther et al., 2016 ; Diedrichsen et al., 2011 ;
iedrichsen and Kriegeskorte, 2017 ) . The dissimilarities were calculated

or each across-condition trial pair (e.g., NS1 vs. SS1, NS1 vs. SS2, etc.).
e calculated the difference in naturalness score by obtaining the ab-

olute of the difference between the two stimuli’s average naturalness
core. To assess neural dissimilarity, we created a sphere (radius = 3
oxels) around the peak in each of the three clusters that discriminated
atural speech from scrambled speech; we considered all the voxels
ithin the sphere for the analysis. The dissimilarity was defined as the
uclidean distance between the voxels’ responses to the two stimuli.
e repeated the procedure for all dogs and averaged the dissimilarities

cross trial pairs and dogs. Then we calculated the Pearson correlation
etween the naturalness difference and the neural dissimilarities using
ll trial pairs. Finally, we confirmed the correlations by conducting per-
utation testing. We repeated each analysis but randomly swapped each

timulus block label. We repeated the process 10,000 times and com-
ared the correlations found in the permutations with the correlation
rom the analysis. 

Because MVPA only discriminates between cerebral patterns but
oes not inform about the directionality of effects (i.e. processing prefer-
nces), to characterize speech detection in the dog brain, we narrowed
ur analysis to two functionally defined speech-responsive regions-of-
nterest (ROIs) in the primary auditory cortex. ROIs were defined by the
ingle strongest group-level peak of an independent study’s ( Boros et al.,
020 ) speech vs. silence contrast for each hemisphere. This was a bi-
ateral primary auditory region in the mid ectosylvian gyrus (mESG).
he two ROIs were spheres (radius = 3 mm) around bilateral primary
uditory cortex peaks (mid ectosylvian gyrus, coordinates 24 − 18 18
nd − 22 − 16 20). For each ROI, the average percent signal change was
xtracted for the individual contrast images and then analysed with a
 × 2 × 2 mixed model ANOVA with repeated measures (speech nat-
ralness: natural, scrambled; language familiarity: familiar, unfamiliar;
emisphere: right, left). 

Finally, to address individual variability in our sample we ran two
nalyses. In the first analysis we correlated the neurocephalic index and
he age of the participants ( Table 1 ) with the classifier performance in
he peak of each of the seven clusters from our results (three regions
rom speech detection and four regions from language representation
esults, Table 2 ). To calculate neurocephalic index, we used each dog’s
tructural image and the following formula: brain width [x coordinate
istance (leftmost tip of the temporal cortex; rightmost tip of the tem-
oral cortex)] x 100) / brain length [y coordinate distance (frontalmost
ip of the olfactory bulb; most posterior tip of the occipital cortex)]
4 
 Bunford et al., 2020 ; Hecht et al., 2019 ). All correlations were corrected
or multiple comparisons using False Discovery Rate. 

In the second analysis we performed a whole-brain representational
imilarity analysis (RSA) for speech detection (N-S) and for language
epresentation (NF-NU) to explore if the representation of the stimuli
n a given brain region changed in relationship with neurocephalic in-
ex or age. We first created a dissimilarity map to N-S and NF-NU, be-
ween each condition pair (N-S and NF-NU) using a searchlight approach
sphere r = 3 voxels). We then calculated the dissimilarity as the cor-
elation distance (1 – Pearson correlation) between the response of the
oxels to the N-S and NF-NU. We then created a dissimilarity map by as-
igning the dissimilarity value to the center of the sphere and repeated
he same process for all the voxels within the brain, thus creating a
issimilarity map for every dog ( Bunford et al., 2020 ; Connolly et al.,
012 ), for each condition pair. We correlated the dissimilarity values
ith the neurocephalic index and the age of the participants ( Table 1 ).
inally, we confirmed the correlations by conducting permutation test-
ng. 

. Results 

The whole-brain GLM contrast All sounds (NF, NU, SF, SU) > Silence
howed two clusters with the peak z-value in the bilateral mESG (coordi-
ates 24 − 20 20 and − 26 − 22 12; Fig. 1 ). These auditory cortex activity
eaks were similar to those reported in a previous study using a similar
ontrast ( Boros et al., 2020 ), but clusters were smaller here, perhaps due
o changes in scanning parameter settings (see a direct comparison in
he Supplementary Materials: Figs. S1 and S2, Table S1). We did not find
ny suprathreshold clusters for any of the four individual conditions >
ilence contrasts. 

Searchlight MVPA revealed distinct regions in the dog brain which
ncode features that can enable speech detection or language represen-
ation ( Fig. 2 ). The classifier identified different activity patterns for Nat-
ral speech vs. Scrambled speech (NF + NU vs. SF + SU) in near-primary
uditory regions, namely in the bilateral mid suprasylvian gyrus, and in
he left caudal suprasylvian gyrus. In turn, response patterns to Natural
peech in a familiar vs. Natural speech in an unfamiliar language (NF
s. NU) differed significantly in the right rostral Sylvian gyrus, the left
audal ectosylvian gyrus, the left rostral suprasylvian gyrus, and in the
eft precruciate gyrus ( Table 2 ). Fig. 3 shows the multivariate intensity
atterns across conditions per participant. We did not find brain pat-
erns differentiating between Scrambled speech in a familiar language
s. Scrambled speech in an unfamiliar language (SF vs. SU), neither ones
hat differentiate between Familiar language vs. Unfamiliar language
verall (NF + SF vs. NU + SU) in the dog auditory cortex. 

The naturalness ratings for natural speech and scrambled speech
timuli were significantly different (mean( ± SD) Natural = 6.53( ± 0.99),
ean( ± SD) Scrambled = 2.12( ± 1.58), F (1,14) = 136.05, p < 0.0001). De-

pite scrambled speech stimuli were rated lower in naturalness than nat-
ral speech, we found variability in their naturalness ratings (range of
verage score per sound 1.37 to 4.06). 

To test whether neural response differences in the three clusters that
iscriminated natural speech from scrambled speech are accounted by
he difference in their perceived naturalness (perceptual account) rather
han by their difference in temporal intactness (acoustic account), we
alculated the Pearson correlation between the difference in human-
ated naturalness and the neural dissimilarity of stimuli pairs. We found
ignificant positive correlations in all three clusters ( Fig. 4 ). All the sig-
ificant correlations reported above were confirmed ( p < 0.05) by a
ermutation test ( n = 10,000, see Methods). 

In the ROI analysis intended to further confirm the role of the pri-
ary auditory cortex in speech detection, a mixed model ANOVA with

epeated measures revealed a significant main effect of the speech nat-
ralness factor (F 1,34 = 6.1, p = 0.018), evidencing a higher response to
crambled speech than to Natural speech stimuli, regardless of language
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Table 2 

MVPA clusters discriminating between conditions in the dog brain. 

Contrast Regions Voxels x y z t p Accuracy Cohen’s D /EM 

NF + NU vs. SF + SU R mSSG 154 19 − 19 24 3.88 < 0.001 0.59 0.91 /Large 
L mSSG 52 − 17 − 27 20 3.29 0.002 0.55 0.78 /Medium 

L cSSG 52 − 17 − 29 8 3.71 < 0.001 0.59 0.87 /Large 

NF vs. NU R rSG 116 15 − 5 4 3.65 < 0.001 0.62 0.86 /Large 
L PG 101 − 1 9 24 3.97 < 0.001 0.63 0.94 /Large 
L cESG 86 − 21 − 23 12 3.85 < 0.001 0.63 0.91 /Large 
L rSSG 63 − 15 − 11 20 4.19 < 0.001 0.62 0.99 /Large 

SF vs. SU n.s. 

NF + SF vs. NU + SU n.s. 

NF = Natural speech in a familiar language; NU = Natural speech in an unfamiliar language; SF = Scrambled speech 
in a familiar language; SU = Scrambled speech in an unfamiliar language; R = right; L = left; mSSG = mid suprasylvian 
gyrus; cSSG caudal suprasylvian gyrus; rSG = rostral Sylvian gyrus; PG = precruciate gyrus; cESG = caudal ectosylvian 
gyrus; rSSG = rostral suprasylvian gyrus; EM = Effect’s magnitude; n.s. = No significant clusters. 

Fig. 1. GLM results of the whole-brain contrast All sounds > Silence ( n = 18). Lateral, coronal, and axial views showing BOLD signal in bilateral auditory regions 
overlaid on a template dog brain (Czeibert, Andics, Petneházy, & Kubinyi, 2019) (p unc < 0.001, cluster level corrected p FWE < 0.05). L = Left; R = Right; P = Posterior; 
A = Anterior. 

Fig. 2. MVPA results of the cerebral representation of speech and languages in the dog brain ( n = 18). Clusters of searchlight analysis showing different neural 
representation for speech detection (red scale) and language representation (blue scale). Lateral and axial views overlaid on a template dog brain ( Czeibert et al., 
2019 ) ( p < 0.05, cluster corrected). color bars represent the t -value. L = left; R = right; cESG = caudal ectosylvian gyrus; cSSG = caudal suprasylvian gyrus; mSSG = mid 
suprasylvian gyrus; rSSG = rostral suprasylvian gyrus; PG = precruciate gyrus; rSG = rostral Sylvian gyrus (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 

5 
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Fig. 3. Multivariate intensity patterns for each participant in the clusters identified by the searchlight analysis. Each row represents a participant ( n = 18), each 
column represents a condition. Coloured rectangles represent voxels within the searchlight sphere ( n = 123 voxels). The voxels are arranged from highest to lowest 
according to their response to the first condition, color-coded by their z score. The change between pattern arrangements shows the multivariate response across 
conditions per participant. L = left; R = right; mSSG = mid suprasylvian gyrus; cSSG caudal suprasylvian gyrus; rSG = rostral Sylvian gyrus; PG = precruciate gyrus; 
cESG = caudal ectosylvian gyrus; rSSG = rostral suprasylvian gyrus. 
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amiliarity ( Fig. 5 ). We found no significant language familiarity effect,
emispheric effect or interaction in this analysis. 

The first analysis of individual differences between dogs found only a
egative correlation (r s = − 0.77, p = 0.005) between the neurocephalic
ndex and the classifier performance in the R mSSG, a near-primary au-
itory region ( Fig. 6 A). We found no correlation with the age. In the
econd analysis, we found no significant clusters for the correlation test
etween N-S dissimilarity index and either neurocephalic index or age;
nd neither between NF-NU dissimilarity index and neurocephalic in-
ex. But we did find two clusters with a positive correlation between NF-
U dissimilarity index and age, in the left postcruciate gyrus (PoG; 105
 s  

6 
oxels; permutation test z-score = 2.599; p cluster = 0.012; coordinates
 13 1 24; r s = 0.63, p = 0.003) and in the left mid suprasylvian gyrus

mSSG; 95 voxels; permutation test z-score = 3.055; p cluster = 0.013;
oordinates 15 − 15 24; r s = 0.74, p = 0.0003; Fig. 6 B–D). 

. Discussion 

In the present study, using fMRI MVPA, we aimed at revealing the
eural representation of speech-likeness and language familiarity in
ogs. We found anatomically distinct auditory cortical involvements:
peech naturalness detection (differential processing of natural and
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Fig. 4. Relationship between perceived naturalness 
difference and neural dissimilarity between natural 
and scrambled speech trials in the ‘speech detection’ 
clusters. Each dot represents a trial pair. The x axis 
shows the absolute value of the naturalness difference 
between the two stimuli. Naturalness was rated on a 
7-point Likert scale by adult humans in a survey. The y 
axis represents the neural dissimilarity (percentage of 
BOLD signal change, calculated as the Euclidean dis- 
tance between the voxels’ activity patterns within the 
3-voxel-radius sphere around the peak). Left: all trial 
pairs. Right: across-condition trial pairs only. L = left; 
R = right; mSSG = mid suprasylvian gyrus; cSSG = caudal 
suprasylvian gyrus. 

Fig. 5. ROI analysis in the dogs’ bilateral primary au- 
ditory cortex ( n = 18). Boxplot showing percentage of 
BOLD signal change in the bilateral mid ectosylvian 
gyrus in response to the four types of stimuli compared 
to silence. Pink lines show the median of natural speech 
stimuli for both hemispheres. Blue lines show the me- 
dian of scrambled speech stimuli for both hemispheres. 
Only speech naturalness had a significant effect on the 
response of the primary auditory cortex, there was no 
significant language familiarity effect, hemispheric ef- 
fect or interaction. Each gray point represents data of 
one dog. ∗ p < 0.05. 
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crambled speech) entailed bilateral near-primary auditory cortical re-
ions, whereas language familiarity effects were found in the ventral
caudal and rostral) parts of the auditory cortex ( Fig. 2 ). The present
tudy provides the first evidence of distinct brain activity patterns for
wo languages in a non-human species. 

The finding of discernable cerebral activity patterns for speech and
crambled speech stimuli in the bilateral mid suprasylvian gyri (mSSG)
nd the left caudal suprasylvian gyrus (cSSG) demonstrates dogs’ gen-
ral capacity for speech detection. These brain regions are part of the
ame auditory network as revealed by independent component analysis
f a resting-state study ( Szabó et al., 2019 ) and have been identified
7 
s sound-sensitive regions ( Andics et al., 2016 ; Andics et al., 2014 ). It
as also been proposed that the SSG is a multisensory integration cortex
 Hecht et al., 2019 ) that also responds to familiar human social stim-
li ( Karl et al., 2020 ) and human-dog interactions ( Karl et al., 2021 )
n the visual modality. The present results suggest that this capacity of
he mSSG extends to detect naturalness in an auditory signal. On the
unctional level, speech detection is dependent on the precise tempo-
al arrangement of spectro-temporal features, and the disruption of the
emporal organization of speech in different time windows might have
arious impacts on speech recognition in humans, as evidenced by both
ehavioural and neuroimaging studies ( Overath et al., 2015 ; Saberi and
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Fig. 6. Effects of neurocephalic index and age on speech detection and language representation. A . Effects of neurocephalic index on speech detection. Negative 
correlation in the R mSSG between the classifier performance in the cluster from N vs S and the neurocephalic index. B-D . Effects of age on language representation. 
B. Lateral and axial views showing the resulting clusters with a significant correlation between familiar and unfamiliar speech dissimilarity index and age on a dog 
brain template (Czeibert, Andics, Petneházy, & Kubinyi, 2019) (sphere searchlight, r = 3 voxels, p < 0.05, cluster corrected). Color bar represents the z -score. C and 

D. Positive correlations in the peaks of the clusters found, L PoG and L mSSG, respectively, between the dissimilarity between NF and NU [correlation distance (1 –
Pearson correlation)] and the participants’ age. L = left; R = right; L PoG = Postcruciate gyrus; L mSSG = mid suprasylvian gyrus; N = Natural speech; S = Scrambled 
speech; NF = Natural speech in a familiar language; NU = Natural speech in an unfamiliar language. 
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errott, 1999 ; Poeppel et al., 2008 ). The quilting algorithm used here to
reate scrambled speech has been previously ( Overath et al., 2015 ), and
lso here, found successful in creating stimuli that violated the spectro-
emporal features of speech, and that were also categorized as unnatural
peech by human participants. In humans, pre-linguistic processing of
peech-specific acoustic structure involves the Heschl’s gyrus and the
uperior temporal cortex (e.g., Overath et al., 2015 ; Okada et al., 2010 ;
orman-Haignere et al., 2015 ; de Heer et al., 2017 ; Vouloumanos et al.,
001 ). Similar results were reported in macaques, where the lateral belt
nd parabelt showed a stronger response to speech in comparison to
crambled speech ( Joly et al., 2012 ). Our results extend on previous
uman and non-human primate literature demonstrating that, in ad-
ition to supporting sound processing in general ( Andics et al., 2016 ;
ndics et al., 2014 ), the bilateral mSSG and left cSSG in dogs is involved

n basic spectro-temporal analysis of speech. This suggests that the dog
SSG may be functionally comparable to the human superior temporal

ortex and the monkey lateral belt and parabelt. 
The “speech detection ” classification result is evidence for dog

rains’ capacity to distinguish natural speech from quilted speech. Im-
ortantly, however, this may be the result of different underlying pro-
esses. (1) The underlying mechanism may be tuning to speech (this
ould be supported by increased responses to natural speech in direc-

ional univariate analyses ( Joly et al., 2012 ), or a more general novelty
8 
etection mechanism (this would be supported by increased responses
o unexpected stimuli, namely quilted speech in univariate analyses).
2) Natural and quilted speech may elicit differential responses because
atural speech is perceived to be more natural (perceptual account), or
t is temporally more intact (acoustic account). (3) This differential re-
ponse to speech may be specific to speech (speech-specific process) or
ot (general auditory process). Below we are discussing our findings in
elation to each of these issues in turn. 

Tuning to speech vs . novelty detection. Our analyses indicate that dog
uditory cortex capacity for speech detection may not reflect neural
reference for speech. The ROI analyses ( Fig. 5 ), carried out in the
ndependently determined speech-responsive primary auditory cortex,
he bilateral mid ectosylvian gyrus (mESG), suggest an opposite ef-
ect, namely stronger neural activity for scrambled than natural speech
timuli (independently from the language). The activity increase for
crambled speech in the mESG may indicate a novelty detection mech-
nism, or may reflect more effortful processing of unnatural acoustic
timuli, and consequently the delegation of additional neural resources
 Wild et al., 2012 ). 

Perceptual account vs . acoustic account. We have not tested whether
uilting modulates dogs’ neural response gradually, as we have used
nly a single quilt level (the shortest, 30 ms quilt time windows from
 Overath et al., 2015 ), assuming that this would lead to a maximal quilt
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ffect). However, we tested whether dogs’ brain response was modulated
radually by the (human-)perceived naturalness of individual stimuli,
hile keeping quilt level constant. We found that within the dog audi-

ory regions that classified natural and scrambled speech above chance,
he perceived naturalness of speech did modulate brain response pat-
erns on a trial-by-trial basis ( Fig. 4 ), i.e. pairwise naturalness differ-
nce between natural and scrambled speech stimuli showed significant
ositive correlation with the corresponding neural dissimilarity. This
upports a perceptual account over an acoustic account: natural and
uilted speech may have elicited differential responses because natural
peech was perceived to be more natural, and not simply because it was
emporally more intact. 

Speech-specific process vs . general auditory process . We do not claim
hat the brain responses that differed for natural and quilted speech
evealed a process specific for speech. We also do not claim the opposite,
.e. that these response patterns reflect a general auditory process. Our
tudy was not designed to disentangle these accounts, future research
ill have to clarify this. The only related claim we can make here is that

anguage familiarity did not modulate speech detection, so the process
nderlying speech detection in dogs is not specific to familiar language
timuli. 

Together, our initial and follow-up results suggest that speech detec-
ion in dog brains may be based upon sensitivity to perceived natural-
ess rather than to temporal intactness of acoustic stimuli. This sensi-
ivity is not restricted to familiar language stimuli, and does not reflect
uning to speech. 

MVPA analysis indicated three clusters in which the activity pattern
llows to discriminate between speech in a familiar and speech in an
nfamiliar language. This result likely reflects dog brains’ capacity to
rack auditory regularities which characterize the temporal organiza-
ion of a given language, and use this implicit knowledge to build rep-
esentations for a specific language even in the absence of explicit lin-
uistic competence. In fact, statistical learning has been shown to allow
on-human species to detect regularities in complex auditory patterns,
ncluding birdsongs ( Chen and ten Cate, 2015 ) and speech ( Toro and
robalon, 2005 ). Note, however, that in the absence of explicit be-
avioural measures it remains a question whether dogs could discrimi-
ate between the different categories of stimuli by responding differen-
ially to them outside the scanner. Nevertheless, the present fMRI study
rovided insights that are beyond the inference potential of behavioral
tudies: it revealed that separate cortical regions support speech natu-
alness detection and language representation in the dog brain. 

Interestingly, similarly to infant studies ( Nazzi et al., 1998 ;
azzi et al., 2000 ), our results also suggest that distinct neural patterns
merge in dogs when listening to different languages, a familiar and
n unfamiliar one, even if the two belong to the same rhythm class.
hether dogs could also discriminate between two unfamiliar languages

emains unknown. Dog brains’ ability to distinguish between languages
rom the same rhythm class reflects a capacity to extract auditory regu-
arities specific to a given language. Future studies should determine the
rigin of this ability, and whether the familiarity with a given language
s also mandatory for dogs to distinguish it from another language of
he same rhythm class, similarly to human infants. 

The clusters implicated in language representation were found
ainly in secondary auditory cortical regions, in ventral (anterior)
arts of the temporal cortex, including the left caudal ectosylvian gyrus
cESG), the left rostral suprasylvian gyrus (rSSG), and the right rostral
ylvian gyrus (rSG), and one region in the frontal cortex, the left pre-
ruciate gyrus (PG). These auditory regions have been systematically
ctivated in dog auditory studies, showing sensitivity for fundamen-
al frequency modulations in human and dog vocalizations in the rSG
 Andics et al., 2014 ), and sensitivity to emotional valence in human
nd dog vocalizations ( Andics et al., 2014 ) as well as to lexical meaning
 Gábor et al., 2020 ) or voice identity ( Boros et al., 2020 ) in the cESG.
 broadly defined parietotemporal cortex, which includes the auditory
egions from our results, also showed greater response for pseudowords
9 
ompared to trained words, which was taken as evidence for its role
n detecting novel words ( Prichard et al., 2018 ). It is possible that in
ur study the auditory regions in the temporal cortex detected language
ovelty. The PG is considered a premotor region ( Hecht et al., 2019 )
r supplementary motor region ( Szabó et al., 2019 ). In humans, pre-
otor regions are activated in speech perception tasks ( Meister et al.,
007 ), especially in phonological judgments, but not speech comprehen-
ion, suggesting that they facilitate the perception of a sound as speech
 Krieger-Redwood et al., 2013 ; Osnes et al., 2011 ), PG might be play-
ng a similar role in dogs. Auditory processing of speech shows a hi-
rarchical organization in humans ( Okada et al., 2010 ; de Heer et al.,
017 ; Hickok, 2007 ). Recent findings indicate hierarchical processing
f speech stimuli in the dog auditory cortex as well ( Boros et al., 2020 ;
ábor et al., 2020 ). Consistent with these, the present study reveals

hat auditory cortical regions (including the bilateral primary auditory
ortex) support the spectro-temporal analysis of speech in dogs, while
econdary auditory regions and frontal regions are involved in higher
evel speech analysis, such as extracting language-specific auditory reg-
larities. Language representation may involve a similar, higher level of
rocessing as voice identity processing, recruiting only secondary and
ot near-primary auditory regions. We suggest that the lack of overlap
etween speech detection and language representation results supports
ur interpretation that speech naturalness detection and language rep-
esentation are two separate processes. 

Our analyses to address individual variability revealed a negative
orrelation between the neurocephalic index and the R mSSG classifier
erformance from the speech detection contrast (N vs. S) ( Fig. 6 A). This
esult suggests that longer-headed dogs show a processing advantage to
uman auditory cues. For vision, the opposite pattern has been reported,
hat is a processing advantage to human visual cues in shorter-headed
ogs ( Gácsi et al., 2009 ; Bognár et al., 2018 ). Together, this indicates
odality-dependent head shape effects on communicative cue reading

apacities in dogs. Besides, we found that older dogs’ brain showed
 greater difference between the representation of the two languages
n L PoG and LmSSG ( Fig. 6 B–D). Age is an imperfect measure of lan-
uage exposition as aging affects neural processes also in ways relatively
ndependent of experience. However, as aging-related neural dediffer-
ntiation ( Goh, 2011 ) typically leads to reduced (and not increased)
eural sensitivity in older individuals, including dogs processing speech
 Gábor et al., 2020 ), we suggest that the present results (increased neu-
al sensitivity in older individuals) can be best explained as a learning
ffect. This supports our interpretation that the reported language rep-
esentation effects in dogs are related to learning about language regu-
arities. 

There are some limitations of this study. First, here we used a hu-
an HRF and sparse sampling acquisition which does not allow for
odeling the HRF in our data. While a previous dog fMRI study us-

ng visual stimulation reported a similar HRF in the caudate nucleus
o that in humans ( Berns et al., 2012 ), recent studies suggest that the
og HRF may peak earlier, at least in case of visual stimulation. Boch
t al. ( Boch et al., 2021 ), demonstrated earlier peaking of HRF in the
isual cortex, and showed that the use of a tailored dog HRF increases
MRI detection power. Another visual study also suggests an earlier peak
f the dog HRF in the temporal cortex ( Cuaya et al., 2016 ). Currently,
here is no evidence that auditory HRF also peaks differently in humans
nd dogs, and thus most of auditory fMRI dog studies use a human HRF
e.g., Boros et al., 2020; Andics et al., 2016). Besides, here we used a
low design where an imprecise HRF does not make a considerable dif-
erence. Future studies should determine if auditory fMRI studies can
enefit from a tailored dog HRF by increasing model fit and detection
ower. Second, due to the current technological limitations in awake
og neuroimaging ( Huber and Lamm, 2017 ), we used a dStream Pe-
iatric Torso coil instead of a coil designed for dogs. Our parameters
imed for the best signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) but at the cost of losing
OLD signal sensitivity with a rather short TE. Short TE, by allowing

ess time for dephasing and by reducing signal loss may contribute to
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educing susceptibility artifacts ( Deichmann et al., 2002 ), a critical is-
ue in dog fMRI because of dogs’ large air cavities. Fig. S1 compares the
ame dogs’ raw functional images from the current study and from a
tudy with longer echo time (and larger voxel size) ( Boros et al., 2020 ),
emonstrating reduced susceptibility artifacts in the present study. Even
hough we used long blocks (to increase design sensitivity ( Maus et al.,
010 )), we cannot exclude the possibility that using a human HRF and
 short TE may have reduced sensitivity. While using a human HRF
nd a short TE could lead to false negatives, importantly, they do not
ead to false positives. Despite our short TE we were able to pick up
OLD signal in bilateral auditory regions, as showed by the contrast
ll sounds > Silence ( Fig. 1 ). Third, having only one speaker per lan-
uage is a further limitation of this work. Despite our effort to control
or some acoustic properties in our stimuli, we cannot rule out that, to
ome extent, speaker-related cues played a role in the language repre-
entation results. However, the fact that we found no language effect for
crambled speech stimuli indicates that the activity difference between
anguages for natural speech reflected sensitivity to language-specific
egularities (that were distorted by scrambling) rather than sensitivity
o acoustic differences between the speakers of each language (given
hat scrambling kept spectral voice cues essentially intact). The present
tudy keeps open the question whether dog brains, similarly to human
rains ( Belin et al., 2000 ; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2006 ) exhibit any
pecial sensitivity to process speech stimuli over other natural, complex
ound categories. 

. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we showed that the dog brain has the capacity to
etect speech naturalness and distinguish between languages, and we
emonstrated that these processes are supported by different cortical
egions. Speech detection in dogs may be supported by auditory corti-
al (including the bilateral primary auditory cortex) sensitivity to the
aturalness of the acoustic signal, rather than by neural processes tuned
or speech, as in humans. Longer-headed dogs’ greater auditory sen-
itivity to speech naturalness, however, indicates breed differences in
rocessing human auditory cues. Language representation in secondary
uditory and frontal cortical regions in dogs could reflect their capacity
o extract certain auditory regularities which, despite perhaps not being
pecific to speech, characterize the temporal organization of continuous
peech in a given language. A more pronounced language representation
n older dog brains suggests a role for the amount of language exposure.
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